The asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the differential equations
I. Introduction
The systematic investigation of the oscillatory properties and asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of functional-differential equations begins with the works [3, 5, 6] .
For the last two decades the number of the papers dealing with these problems considerably increased. The monograph [4] published in 1987 is devoted to the systematic investigation of the oscillatory properties of the solutions of ordinary differential equations with deviating arguments.
The present paper deals with the asymptotic behaviour of the nonoscillatory solutions of a class of differential equations with delay depending on the unknown function of the form (1) under the condition that f~ ds/r(s)= +e~. In the case when f is strongly sublinear (superlinear) function, conditions for oscillation of the solutions of Eq. (1) are found.
(r(t)x'(t))' ÷ f(t,x(t),x(A(t,x(t)))) = 0
Let us note that the differential equations of form (1) with delay depending on the unknown function have been investigated only in the papers [1, 2] .
Preliminary notes
Let T E ~+ = [0, +cxD). Define T_I : inf{A(t,x): t >>-T, x E R}. 
Proof. Let x(t)>0 for t>.To>>-O. It follows from condition H6 that there exists TI/>To such that x(A(t,x(t)))>O for t>~Tj and from H4 and (1) we conclude that (r(t)x'(t))'<O for t>>.Ta>~T~.
Therefore, r(t)x'(t) is a decreasing function for t~> T2. The case r(t)x'(t)<<.O is not possible. If we suppose that there exist k>0 and T3 >//2 such that r(t)x'(t) <<.-k, t>~ T3, then we obtain that x(t)--~-e~ as t--, + oc, which is a contradiction. Thus, r(t)x'(t)>O for t ~> T2. Then there exists the limit lim r(t)x'(t) =L C
l~+Oo It is not difficult to prove that
,~+~ R(t) 
If L>0, then x(t) possesses property (P1). Let L=0. Since x'(t)>0 for t>~T2 and x(t) is an increasing function then either limt~+~x(t)=const¢O (and x(t) possesses property (P3)), or limt__,+~x(t) = +c~ (and x(t) possesses property (P2)). []
ce(A*(s)))l ds then Eq. (1) has a solution with the property (P1).
Proof. (1) Let Eq. (1) have a solution x(t) for which
t~+~ R(t)
Without loss of generality, we suppose that L > 0. Then there exist c > 0 and To ~> 0 such that
x(A(t,x(t)))>~cR(A,(t)), t>~To.
The integration of Eq. (1) shows that
Inequalities (6) and (7) imply that
(2) Let inequality (5) be fulfilled with a constant c¢ 0. Without loss of generality, we suppose that c > 0. We choose m such that 0 < m <<.c/2 and T > 0 such that
)
Define the set
D = x E C([T_I, +cx~), N) mR(t,T)<<.x(t)<.2mR(t,T), t>>.T and the operator S :D ~ C([T_I, +~), •) by the formula
m+ f(u,x(u),x(A(u,x(u))))du ds, t>.r.
Let xED. It follows from (9) and conditions HI, H4 that Sx(t)>~mR(t,T), t>>-T. Since x(t)~ 2mR(t,T) implies x(t)<.G2mR(t)
, then using conditions H4 and H7 we get
It follows from (8) 
x(t)<<.c2, Cl <~ x(A(t,x(t)))<.c2, t>~T1.
Integrating (1) from t to +~, we get i.e., 
ft °° r(t)x'(t) ---f(s,x(s),x(A(s,x(s)
)
[ f f(s,c,,ci)ds] dt<~x(+c~)-x(T,), f~ R(s, I"1 )f(s, cl, el ) ds < +~. The last inequality implies ( 11 ).
) hold with a constant c ¢ 0. Without loss of generality, we suppose that c > 0. Choose The equality
D.D. Bainov et at./Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 91 (1998) 87-96 and the operator S :D---~ C([T_I
,
r(t)z'(t) =
implies that
z(t) lira = lim r(t)z'(t)=O t~+~ r(t) t~+~
and lim z(t)=constE ,c . 
f (u,z(u),z( A(u,z(u ) ) ) ) du

m÷mR(t,T)<.eR(t), t>~T.
(17)
D : {x E C([T_I, +cx)), ~) x(t):m, T_I <<.t<T,
S m<.x(t)<.m+mR(t,T), t>~T {m il' ii
Let xED. Then Sx(t)>~m. It follows from (16) Therefore, SD C_ D. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 5, we conclude that the operator S has a fixed point zED, z(t)=Sz(t), t>>-T_l. It can be verified immediately that z(t) is a solution ofgq. (1) .
The equality f 
r(t)z'(t) = f(s,z(s),z(A(s,z(s))))ds t implies that lira z( t ) = lira r(t)z'(t)=O
Since there exists a constant c>0 such that x(t)<.
cR(t), x(A(t,x(t)))<<.cR(A*(t))
for t~> T2, the strong sublinearity of f implies
f(t,x(t),x(A(t,x(t)))) = f(t'x(t)'x(A(t'x(t))))x~(t) x~(t) f(t, cR(t), cR(A*(t)))
It follows from (19) and (20) that
x(t) ~_~ f~ ds=z(t) R(t) >~ t f(s, cR(s),cR(A*(s))) [R(s)J [x(s)]a
and therefore 
z (t) ..~ -~c~f(t, cR(t), cR(A*(t)))z~(t).
Thus, we obtain
~< -~(1 -fl)c-l~f(t, cR(t), cR(A*(t))).
(2o) (22) are valid for t >/T2 t> TI. As in Theorem 10 we obtain the inequality
x(t)>~c>O, x(A(t,x(t)))>~c
xl(t)>~-~ f(s,x(s),x(A(s,x(s))))ds
for t>~T2.
Inequalities (22) and the strong superlinearity of f imply that
f(t,x(t),x(A(t,x(t)))) >1 f(t, c, C)x~(t)"
C ~ Since x(t) is an increasing function, it follows from (23) and (24) that
fo~ xT(t) x'(t) >>. ~ ~, f(s, e, c) ds c-----7-
Dividing (25) by xr(t) and integrating from T2 to +cx~, we obtain the inequality 1 
c--Pi T I ~(7)[Sex)f(s,e,c)ds] dt~XT~--~(~2) ~-ql-OO '
